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Orshira Izokia

Orshira Izokia is a player character played by Izokia78.

Orshira Izokia

Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33
Gender: Female

Age: 6
Height: 160cm (5'3“)
Weight: 45kg (99lbs)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai

Occupation:

 08 Medical
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Orshira Izokia

Rank:

 Jôtô Hei

Current Placement:

Orders: Orders

Physical Characteristics

Height: 160cm (5'3”)
Mass: 45kg (99lbs)
Measurements: C cup

Build and Skin Color: She is has an attractive and shapely build for a neko which is fairly normal. Also
she does have light blue skin in her current form.

Eyes and Facial Features: Her face seems to favor a more Nordic heritage. Her eyes are a light gold
color cast on sad face with a constantly scared except when others are addressing her directly.

Ears: Her ears are in the typical neko style with light red hair coating the backs.

Hair Color and Style: Her hair is a deep red always pulled back into a pony tail or bun to prevent it
from getting in her way during medical work.

Distinguishing Features: Other then her skin color, she had the Yamataian character for apology
tattooed on her current body when it was forming.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: She appears shy and reserved to her work but she is actually very quick to trust anyone
who would speak to her and give her advice. Before her reinstatement she was an open free sprit that
didn't care much for intellectual pursuits and instead would favor music dancing and some more immoral
acts in her off time. Now she decides to continue to listen to music and watch dancing instead of
participating. Any immoral actions have completely fallen by the wayside to allow for more research time
in the med lab. On the surface she seems like a compulsive rule follower which is true except for the
POW policies regarding NMX although it remains only as a fantasy for her at the moment.
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Likes: Listening to live music, watching dancers, discussing scientific theory, Hibachi cooking,
studying medical techniques, Fencing and Kendo fighting both of which she will talk about at length
with anyone who shows interest she also is will to demonstrate or practice with really anyone
Dislikes: Clumsy people, loud noises, NMX, squids, eels, surprises, being alone
Goals: To prove that she really can keep her comrades alive. She also dreams of being
remembered as the person who revolutionized medicine for Star Army

History

Family (or Creators)

Ochiba Hasu- Creator

Orshira Atamai- Deceased

Orshira Takeshi- Deceased

Pre-RP

Izokia was originally of the NH-29 generation when her she was deployed as a medic in a squad with her
two sisters and several other batches. Their mission was to defend a tactically advantageous position
from the NMX advance. During one patrol an NMX ambush forced her and her squad to be pinned down.
They were swiftly overwhelmed and her entire squad fell to the NMX. She was about to be killed when
reinforcements appeared saving her and only her. After that she resigned from military service out of
guilt and she remained that way for several days. Only she decided that she would become a new person
and ensure that no one ever had to go through the feelings of failure and loss that she was subjected to
and one ship could give her that chance the YSS Eucharis. She had one request and that was for the
character of the word apology to be added to the base of her neck. Now she is ready for her new post
and her fresh life.

RP

Post-RP

In YE 44.1, she was promoted to Jôtô Hei.
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Skills

Medicine and Sciences

Izokia is more then capable of performing triage on any injured patient. She also has done several
surgeries on wounded comrades although never during full combat. It is within her ability to diagnose
most common ailments often without a scanner.

Communications

Izokia is competent in all radio conversation she can give or receive a 7 point medical transmission. She
can speak with a headset, communicator, power armor, star ships, and shuttles. She can do so in both
combat and non combat situations. She is literate in Yamataian and Nepleslian and is capable of
speaking both languages. Thanks to her natural abilities she posses basic wireless communication built
into her body.

Fighting

Izokia is able to defend herself in most hand to hand combat situations although she may not be able to
handle more then one enemy unarmed. She is able to fight in 0 Gravity and normal gravity. She has
weapons training with pistols, rifles, basic explosives, power armor. She does excel at combat with melee
weapons more specifically swords and knives.

Technology Operation

She is able to operated the basic OS of all starship systems. Additionally she can operated and modify
science scanners and medical scanners when needed. She has a particular set of knowledge of mental
back up programs.

Biology

Izokia has studied multiple alien biomes and can identify most flora and fauna on discovered worlds. She
also harbors a secret knowledge of Mishhuvurthyar anatomy and how to maximize their pain ( of course
she wouldn't use those skills without approval ).

Mathematics

She knows basic algebra and trigonometry.
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Humanities

Izokia has developed a mind for psychology during her out of service time. She can analyze and
empathize with individuals under psychological distress. She also read up on the basics of anthropology
and sociology during her time in training. Both of these skills give her an edge when interacting with
foreign species for the first time.

Inventory

Oshira Izokia has the following items:

Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:

Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Duty Uniform
1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32
1 Ceremonial Sash
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1
extra)
Portable Medical Scanner PMS-1M
Star Army Medical Kit, Type 31

Personal Items :

Creator's ceremonial Katana
practice sword

Finances

Oshira Izokia is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Oshira Izokia
Character Owner Izokia78
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Jôtô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Medical
SAOY Assignment YSS Eucharis
DOR Year YE 44
DOR Month 1
Orders Orders
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